
Since this is the kick off TADD talk for ADHD Awareness 
Month and the first time we have discussed executive 
function, I thought it might be helpful to really define what 
that phrase means in the ADHD World. 
 
Let’s get the elephant out of the room first…executive 
function sounds like a business person with a briefcase 
but it’s more about executing on task we set out to do. 
 
If you search online for Executive Function, you’ll find that 
some people think there are five executive functions, 
some think there are 8 or even 12. But they all agree that 
it involves planning, prioritizing, maintaining your focus, 
being able to stick with a task even when you get 
frustrated, working memory, emotional control, time 
awareness and management, organization  - the list goes 
on and on.  
 
These executive functions originate mostly in the 
pre-frontal cortex which is that front part of your brain right 
behind your forehead. The prefrontal cortex has the 
difficult job of putting on the brakes when our excited 
brains want to overreact to something that makes us angry 
or research the history of ice cream when we are writing a 
term paper that is NOT about ice cream.  
 
It’s called “inhibition” and it sounds like no fun at all. 
 
But when we can “inhibit” some of the things that distract 
us, for instance, we can EXECUTE the things we actually 
started out to do. - see how it connects? Starting to make 



sense? 
 
OK…you’ll hear more about this everyday this month, but 
today I want to bring your (ahem) attention to one that 
bedevils many of us: remembering what works for our 
ADHD brains. 
 
First a cautionary tale: our ADHD brains operate a little 
differently from non-ADHD brains. We are excellent 
problem solvers - in fact we worry a problem like a dog 
worries a toy — viciously and victoriously! We come up 
with solutions that are incredibly creative. And we get 
there by going down a bunch of little tributaries of thoughts 
that connect in ways that other might find, well, a bit 
obscure. It’s almost like we turn our brains into pretzels to 
arrive at an answer that satisfies the problem and allows 
us to feel complete. 
 
Sounds great, right? Except that, faced with the same 
problem again, perhaps dressed in a slightly different 
costume, we forget what tributaries we ventured through 
the last time. And so, with a sigh, we start all over again. 
The Problem That Needs to be Solved —  
 
It drives us crazy. We have a sneaky feeling that we have 
been here before, but we can’t quite revisit that memory. 
It’s like having a pile of papers and you kind of know 
what’s in there — which is why we NEVER want anyone to 
touch our piles — but you don’t really know where it is or 
even how important it might be. SO you have to dig 
through it again…even though you just did it last week.  



 
It takes a lot of mental energy to work through these 
problems. Don’t get me wrong - the first time, it’s 
exhilarating for our ADHD Brains. The 5th time we start 
over it’s not…which is why we tend to avoid figuring it out 
again. Up comes procrastination. Or we come up with a 
solution we KNOW is inferior to the original one. 
 
It’s why I have adopted the phrase “Think Once, Really 
hard…and then don’t think about it again.” 
 
But if our executive function, isn’t functioning, how do we 
do that? The answer started with my own brother. Now he 
doesn’t believe in ADHD but come on, ADHD often runs in 
families and chances are good that he would qualify for a 
diagnosis. Why do I say that? Because he devised a 
process that allows him to retrace his thoughts and thus 
avoid the Sequel and the Sequel to the Sequel and Sequel 
to the Sequel to the Sequel…etc. 
 
Think back to the David Letterman show - and if you’ve 
never heard of it just trust me here...each week or two the 
show would feature a list called Letterman’s Top 10….my 
brother took that Top Ten list and used it to trace his 
thoughts. After he made a big decision or solving a 
problem, he wrote down the Top Ten reasons he made 
that decision or the thoughts he had about solving that 
problem. Then he typed them into his iPad or phone so 
that when a similar situation came up again…his thought 
process was right there! 
 



He didn’t have to think “Why did I make that decision?” He 
had the reasons he made that decision.  Think of the time 
that saved him! And the worry. And the boredom from 
doing it all over again. It was brilliant. And I think it is an 
ADHD strategy extraordinaire, even though he doesn’t 
think so. 
 
You can do it, too. When you come to a conclusion or 
work through a problem and you think “Oh I’ll remember 
that. That’s so brilliant, I know I’ll remember it.” Don’t 
believe it! WRITE IT DOWN somewhere. Ideally in a place 
you visit often, as my brother did, which for most of us  is 
some kind of electronic device of some kind.  
 
Save it in a special folder labeled “Top Ten list” or “How I 
figured it out” or “Things I Only THOUGHT I’d remember 
 
And then when you bump up against a stubborn problem 
that feels vaguely familiar, check out your lists…you’ll 
probably find the answer…the answer YOU came up with 
all those months ago. 
 
And speaking of labels, since Executive Function impacts 
working memory and organization, I invite you to invest in 
a labeler and start labeling everything in your world: light 
switches, drawers, medication bottles. Labels are just an 
abbreviated version of the Top Ten list except it only 
comes up with the Number One Reason I Decided to do 
this. It’s a way for you to remember the decisions you 
have made and to support your ADHD executive function. 
 



Thanks for joining me for ADDA’s TADD talks this month. 
To find out more about the ADDiva Network visit me at 
ADDiva.net Remember I work with ADHD Women who are 
40-and-better or couples with ADHD.  Or join an ADHD 
Palooza - we have ADHD Couples, and ADHD Parents 
and ADHD Women’s Paloozas.  Register at 
http://adhdpalooza.com 
 
Stay tuned…more TADD talks tomorrow! 
 


